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ABSTRACT

Remotely sensed data from satellites has the potential to provide spatially and temporally

relevant hydrologic information. This data has been used in the development of the

PERSIANN (Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial

Neural Networks) system. At a global scale, the results of this system can be used at

coarser 1 0 x 1 0 resolution, which allows for greater accuracy in daily precipitation values.

However, at regional and watershed levels, which are customary to most hydrologic

applications, higher spatial resolutions are required (4 km x 4 km). The accuracy at this

spatial resolution is investigated at the 0.25° x 0.25° grid scale and is accomplished by

comparing precipitation gauges and ground-based radar (NEXRAD) to the PERSIANN

output at both scales. More importantly, watershed average precipitation, obtained from

NEXRAD and Thiessen polygon interpolation of gauges is, for the first time, compared

against satellite precipitation estimates. A robust methodology for both of these types of

estimation is presented along with other factors influencing the data assimilation process

including the relative performance measures of the corresponding data and seasonal

variability in data platform implementation.



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

1.1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed an increased emphasis on bridging the gap between

advances in atmospheric models, hydrologic models, and water resources management

applications. Among the difficulties in bridging these gaps are issues such as scale,

model configurations, and model resolution, for example, while most climate and

atmospheric models are grid-based models, water resources management is generally a

watershed-based exercise. Hydrologic models, on the other hand, have been developed as

grid, distributed flow-plane, or lumped watershed configurations. Clearly, hydrologic

models provide the intermediate scale and configuration that can help to downscale

results from atmospheric models into water resources applications provided that

atmospheric model results are reliable.

Hydrologic variables, such as precipitation measured using ground based gauges,

NOMAD Radar, and satellite platforms, are now easier to obtain in real to near real

time. All three of these data sources can be used as very useful tools by flood forecasting
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agencies such as the National Weather Service's River Forecast Center (RFC) and local

and state water resources agencies.

There are some differences between flood forecast model and water resources

management models. Some local agencies use flood forecast models, which can be based

on higher temporal (hourly) and spatial resolution (down to 1 km grid or flow plain), in

order to predict the hydrologic outcome of rainfall events and the impacts of these events

on metropolitan areas. Water resource models, on the other hand, commonly used by

agencies such as the RFC, use data and model configuration at medium size watershed

scales (> 1000 km2), daily temporal input, and average areal watershed precipitation

(even when the model has semi-distributed hydraulics). This thesis assesses the utility of

PERSIANN (Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial

Neural Networks) for such water resources applications by comparing average areal

precipitation from rain gauge data, NOMAD, and PERSIANN over several watersheds

within the Salt and Verde basin in central Arizona. The objective of the comparison is to

assess how closely the PERSIANN average areal precipitation (AAP) matches that of

NEXRAD and rain gauge over a variety of rain gauge densities and watershed sizes.

1.2 Motivation

This research is motivated by the need to determine the value of satellite based

precipitation estimates in water resources management applications. Because most

agencies and institutions have been addressing satellite data at a larger scale, there is a
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place for this type of data in water resources research and applications. Recent trends in

hydrologic modeling, however, particularly those addressing the downscaling of climate

and weather forecast, address watershed scale, even when high-resolution precipitation

products such as NEXRAD are available. Most water resources management models

traditionally use areal average values of precipitation from the long proven rain gauge

networks. As this approach is slowly being phased out and replaced with multiple data

platform integration, the need for accurate modeling and forecasting of precipitation

events has now encouraged the incorporation of rain gauge, radar, and satellite data

simultaneously.

The first motivation detailed behind this study is the fact that satellite data does not have

the resolution required for sub-watershed scale analysis, i.e. those watersheds with areas

typically 1000-8000Icm2. Spatial resolutions of satellite's precipitation estimates higher

than 0.25 ° x 0.25 ° (approximately 25Icm x 25Icm depending on latitude and longitude) are

proven to be unreliable at temporal resolutions higher than 30 minutes (Hsu, K. 1998).

However, methods are being developed to increase the reliability (value-add) to this data

in order to make it more suitable for sub-watershed analysis. Such methods include the

assimilation of satellite precipitation in weather models run at analysis mode.

A second motivation is concerned with the availability and quality of the data gathering

process. As technology continues to advance, so will the sharing of information and the

ease of obtaining information. Once agencies have developed a set standard for data
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format and sharing, much like the USGS has done in recent years, the process of

incorporating multiple data sources and data types will become much simpler. This

thesis assesses the relative closeness of these data sets and provides a stepping-stone

toward merging them into water resources applications.

1.2.1 Study Site

This research required a study site that is not only diversified in its topography and

climate but also contained a reasonable rain gauge network density. The Salt and Verde

basins in Arizona possess all of these unique characteristics. The other reasons for

selecting the Salt and Verde basins are listed below:

1. The high density of gauges in parts of the basin provides for a realistic watershed

scale comparison of gauge-NEXRAD-satellite data.

2. Elevations in the basin range from 300m to over 3400m. These vast changes in

topography will validate the results of this study for mountainous regions as well

as low-lying valleys by capturing the orographic effect.

3. The elevation range will also help validate the results for a range of precipitation

events because the basin spans the climatalogical extremes from the near 50°C

monsoon-filled summers in the Phoenix valley to the sub 0°C winters up in the

snow covered mountain areas.

4. Complete coverage over the basin is obtained from a composite of data from

several NEXRAD locations (Source: http://ghrc.msfc.nasa.gov/uso/readme).
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Gaps exist in NEXRAD coverage over the mountainous areas throughout the

western United States; this study will allow for the utilization of the results of a

basin with complete coverage to assess the accuracy of satellite precipitation over

missing NEXRAD areas in other parts of the U.S.

1.3 Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to demonstrate a framework for watershed-based

comparison of three different sources of precipitation data, which are NEXRAD (4 km2),

PERSIANN (25 km 2), and gauge precipitation. Clearly the three sources display a wide

range of spatial as well as temporal characteristics that will be addressed throughout this

thesis.

More specifically, this study will:

a) Assess daily precipitation products at a scale comparable to that of watershed-based

applications.

b) Demonstrate a dynamic approach through the use of state of the art tools such as GIS

in the process of analyzing data of heterogeneous formats (point, grid)

c) Determine seasonal differences within sub-watersheds of a regional watershed using

three different data types (rain gauges, radar, and satellite).

d) Perform high resolution pixel-pixel comparisons, which are suitable for urban

hydrologic models as opposed to watershed-based modeling



CHAPTER TWO

BACKGROUND AND STUDY SITE

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a description of the study site, which is the main water source of the

Phoenix metropolitan area, will be provided. In addition, the three types of data used in

this study will be described.

The Salt-Verde basin offers many unique features that are characteristic to the

southwestern United States, such as its dense forests to the east (elevation over 3400m)

and the dry desert valley of Phoenix (elevation of 300m) to the west. The basin is located

in central Arizona and it covers an area of approximately 35,300 km2 (see Figure 2.0).

The Salt and Verde basins are two sub-regional watersheds of the lower Colorado basin.

They are composed of nine sub-watersheds that feed the Salt and Verde rivers. The

Phoenix metropolitan area, with a population of more that 3,000,000, relies heavily upon

these rivers for their water and energy production capabilities. This is accomplished by

utilizing four lakes on the Salt River and two on the Verde that are formed by reclamation

20
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dams and operated by the Salt River Project (SRP), a quasi-government corporate

venture.

NA

10000000 0 10000000 Kilometers

Figure 2.0 —The relative size and location of the Salt-Verde Basin with respect to the state
of Arizona and the surrounding states.

Two wet seasons and two dry seasons govern precipitation throughout the basin. In the

winter (January through March), frontal storms from the Pacific Ocean dominate the

landscape. These widespread storms distribute precipitation, often in the form of snow in

the higher elevations, over much of the basin and can last for days at a time. 60%-80% of

the water supply produced by the basin comes in the form of the snow generated from

these types of storms. The heat of the hot summer days and the moisture coming from
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the Gulf of Mexico control the other wet season from July through September. The heat-

induced convection generates a substantial amount of monsoon activity throughout the

southwest. These events are short-lived, very localized, and highly intense convective

storms that usually form in the early afternoon and dissipate by the early evening.

2.2 Land Surface Characteristics

One of the unique features of the Salt and Verde watersheds is their vast diversification in

both geography and plant life. The elevation ranges from 300m in the Phoenix valley to

well over 3400m to the east near Mt. Baldy (see Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2). This diverse

topography can be seen in the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) details in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.2 is a comparison of elevation range throughout the basin. The extreme

elevation differences within each sub-watershed are displayed. As a result, the vegetation

ranges from the Sonoran Desert to green forests (see Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.1 — Enhanced DEM of the Salt-Verde Basin generated using ArcInfo and
ArcView. Notice the rough terrain in the northwestern and southeastern parts of the
basins along with the relatively flat outlet near the southwestern part of the basin
(Phoenix area).
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Basin.
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Figure 2.3 — Salt-Verde Vegetation, notice the diversity of general vegetation classes
(Source: ALRIS). It must be mentioned that with the current proliferation of land surface
models, several vegetation classifications are now available from remotely sensed data.

2.3 Climatology

The Salt and Verde basins have two rainy seasons, winter and summer, with each season

having its own unique characteristics (See Figure 2.4). In the winter (January through

March) the rain is produced by frontal storms that typically move in from the Pacific

Ocean. These storms produce a respectable amount of precipitation, typically in the

higher elevations, over a longer period of time than the summer convective storms and

cover a larger area. In the summer (July through September) the monsoons dominate the

landscape. These convective storms form from moisture being brought in from the Gulf

24
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of Mexico mixing with the heat of the land surface. The result is fierce afternoon

thunderstorms that are capable of producing a significant amount of precipitation over a

very short period of time and very localized area. The difference between the two

precipitation types is likely to affect the accuracy of satellite based precipitation

estimates.

Month

Figure 2.4 — The Salt-Verde Basin Historical Precipitation from 1900-1999. Notice the
asymmetric shape of the distribution as indicated by the average deviation between
maximum and median.

2.4 Salt-Verde Water Resources

The SRP is a conglomerate of two companies (the Salt River Project Agricultural

Improvement and Power District, a political subdivision of the state of Arizona; and the

Salt River Valley Water Users Association, a private corporation) that operate six
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multipurpose reservoirs (see Table 2.0). Water used for recreation is also used to produce

electricity from hydroelectric generating stations at the four multipurpose dams on the

Salt River. The U.S. Forest Service operates a variety of recreation sites and also

authorizes commercial public service sites such as marinas. The Arizona Game and Fish

Department manages the wildlife, and the sheriffs offices of Maricopa and Gila counties

provide the public safety personnel who help ensure that these central Arizona recreation

spots are safe and enjoyable. (source: www.srpnet.com). Figure 2.4 shows the locations

of local recreation areas and dams.

Figure 2.4 — A map of the local recreation areas and dams in the lower Salt-Verde Basin.

Source: www.srpnet.com.



Table 2.0 - A brief description of each dam and its role (source: www.srpnet.com).

Dam Year
Built

Height
(ft)

Length
(ft)

Power
(kW)

Comments

Horse Mesa
Dam

1927 300 660 97,000 Named for nearby Horse Mesa where
thieves sometimes hid stolen herds

Bartlett Darn 1939 283 800 N/A Named after Bill Bartlett, a government
surveyor, it was the first dam built on the
Verde River and was constructed by the
federal government with SRP paying 80
percent of the cost and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs 20 percent

Mormon Flat
Dam

1925 224 380 50,000 Named after nearby Mormon Flat, a place
where pioneers from Utah stopped to camp
en route to the Valley. The pumped storage
unit permits recycling of water for
hydroelectric production and keeps lake
levels relatively constant.

Horseshoe
Dam

1946 144 1500 N/A This earthen dam was named for the
horseshoe-shaped bend in the Verde River
at the dam site. Phelps Dodge Corporation
pumps water from the Black River and
provides water to SRP from the Little
Colorado River.

Stewart
Mountain
Dam

1930 208 1260 13,000 Named after the old Stewart Ranch that
used to be located nearby. The
hydroelectric generating unit is operated
mainly in the summer months.

Roosevelt 1905, 357 650 36,000 It was originally constructed to control the
Dam 1911, erratic flow of the Salt River and to harness

1996 the water for irrigation. The dam turned the
Arizona desert into land that could be
farmed.

27
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2.5 Summary

The Salt and Verde basins play a significant role in the water resources in the state of

Arizona and have a wide range of diversity that is uncommon in a watershed this size.

This diversity includes elevations from 300m in the west to over 3000m in the east,

temperature differences of over 60°C (from summer to winter and the mountainous

regions to the desert floor), and a wide array of vegetation differences throughout the

basin. The basin is also covered by three very different precipitation platforms including

ground based precipitation gauges (four agencies — 171 gauges), NEXRAD, and

PERSIANN which all contribute to the observation of the daily precipitation events over

the 35,000 km2 basin.



CHAPTER THREE

DESCRIPTION OF DATA AND METHODS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will describe the processes and methods used to develop the data for the

calculation of precipitation. These data for the Salt-Verde analysis will be used for both

areal averaging and pixel-to-pixel comparisons. The preparation of each data layer is

explored in detail along with a final summary of how each layer is combined to form the

final areal average and pixel-to-pixel products. Prior to this, however, a description of

each type of data platform and a literature review will be presented.

3.2 Types of Data

There are three types of precipitation monitoring platforms throughout the watersheds —

rain gauge network, NEXRAD, and satellite. The Salt and Verde watersheds are

monitored by over 170 rain gauges, the bulk of which are located in the Lower Salt sub-

watershed (the Phoenix metropolitan area). As mentioned previously in Chapter 1,

NEXRAD data covers the entire basin only when a composite from the Flagstaff,

Phoenix and Tucson Doplar radars is generated. The third platform used in observing

29
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precipitation over the entire watershed is a derived product from GOES 10, a

geostationary satellite. These three systems help monitor precipitation events as they

occur throughout the watershed. In the following sections, a description of each of these

data sets is provided.

3.2.1 Rain Gauges

Rain gauge density within the Salt and Verde watersheds varies greatly depending on the

sub-watershed. The overall gauge density within the entire Salt-Verde is 204km 2/gauge;

Table 3.1 summarizes the rain gauge statistics for each basin. Special attention in this

study will be given to the Lower Salt sub-watershed due to its high-density rain gauge

network (34 km 2/gauge), which provides adequate density when compared with

NEXRAD's resolution.

Table 3.1 - Salt-Verde Basin Rain Gauge Summary Statistics

Watershed # of Rain
Gauges

Gauge Density
(km2/gauge)

ALERT AZMET NOAA RFC

BIG CHINO 4 1399.8 0 0 2 2
UPPER VERDE 18 352.2 2 0 3 13
LOWER VERDE 22 227.4 12 0 1 9
TONTO 7 383.8 1 0 1 5
UPPER SALT 10 560.1 1 0 1 8
CARRIZO 2 890.4 0 0 0 2
WHITE 3 566.3 0 0 1 2
LOWER SALT 100 34.4 92 3 2 3
BLACK 5 639.7 0 0 1 4
Totals 171 561.6 (avg.) 108 3 12 48
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3.2.1.1 Rain Gauge Data

Similar to many other parts of the U.S., several different agencies operate the various rain

gauges within the Salt-Verde basin. They include the Maricopa County Automated Local

Evaluation in Real Time (ALERT) network, Arizona Meterologic Society (AZMET),

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the Colorado River

Basin River Forecast Center (CRBRFC). Each of these agencies have their own distinct

methods for collecting, analyzing, correcting and distributing the data obtained from the

rain gauges under their jurisdiction. Table 3.2 is a summary of these methods from each

agency. The table not only displays the similarities and differences between the agencies

but also brings to light a very significant underlying issue — how to obtain and handle

data from multiple agencies in an efficient manner. Despite the rapid improvements in

technology over the last decade, it is still difficult to obtain data from some sources. This

issue is further compounded when agencies charge for data in order to recover some of

their costs associated with archiving and distribution. It is anticipated that over the next

decade there will be many changes that will hopefully facilitate data distribution and

access by streamlining the data retrieval process (Sorooshian et al. 1998 — internal

document HyDIS proposal).
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3.2.1.2 Gauge Precipitation and Thiessen Polygons

Thiessen polygons have long been used as a common tool in hydrologic analysis. This

method assigns weights to precipitation gauges and allows for spatial interpolation from

these point source gauges. This method, proposed in 1911 by A.H. Thiessen, has gained

wide acceptance in the field of hydrology and is described in almost all hydrology

textbooks today.

As Diskin (1969) pointed out, the purpose of the Thiessen polygon is to divide the area of

a given watershed into sub-areas or zones of influence that may be attributed to a number

of rain gauges inside or in the vicinity of the watershed. This method of deriving

Thiessen polygons will not be addressed in this paper. It must be indicated, however,

that each polygon may only contain one gauge and the weight assigned to each gauge is

equal to the ratio of the area of influence within the watershed to the total area of the

watershed. As such, the average weighted areal precipitation is a linear combination of

the individual gauges.

Pw
	 (3.1)

i=1 A

Where,

= area of polygon i enclosed within watershed boundary.

P, = precipitation at gauge i.

A = total watershed area.
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The spatial interpolation of gauges is essential, as Tabios and Salas (1985) showed, in

such areas of hydrology as data transposition, water balance studies, flow forecasting via

rainfall-runoff relations, and hydrometerological network design. One of the features that

makes the Thiessen method so robust is that it is simple and provides results that are

close to those of more time consuming and complex methods such as kriging, optimal

interpolation, multiquadric interpolation (Tabios and Salas 1985), and cokriging; which is

applied to both gauges and radar together (Krajewski, 1987).

From a hydrologic point of view, the size homogeneity of an area of influence of

precipitation is an important factor in determining the accuracy of rainfall runoff models.

For example, Michaud and Sorooshian (1994) found that a high resolution rain gauge

network, even when coupled with 41cm x 4km NEXRAD estimates, were insufficient to

capture the variability of summer monsoon precipitation and therefore insufficient for

storm runoff modeling of small size watershed under thunderstorm conditions.

Because of the popularity of Thiessen polygons as a method not only to assign weight,

but also to assign area of influence to point sources, the method has been incorporated in

a variety of spatial analysis software tools including GIS software such as ArcInfo,

GRASS, etc. However, the main disadvantage of the method is its reliance only on the

geographic location of each point without considering the actual variable being aerially
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averaged. As such, widely scattered points will be assigned larger weights. This is

especially important for processes that are highly variable such as the case with monsoon

precipitation.

Table 3.2 — Summary of Rain Gauge Networks including temporal resolution, rain gauge
type, data distribution and the units in which the data is recorded.

Gauge
Network

Time Collection Distribution Units

ALERT Taken at 24:00
(12AM Mountain
Standard Time); 24-
hour accumulation.

Tipping buckets that
are transmitted via
radio signal.

Internet Inches

AZMET Taken at 24:00
(12AM Mountain
Standard Time); 24-
hour accumulation.

Tipping buckets that
are transmitted via
satellite.

Internet mm

NOAA Taken at 24:00
(12AM Mountain
Standard Time);
hourly accumulation.

Standard 8 inch rain
gauges read
manually and
tipping buckets that
are transmitted via
satellite (compiled
from NWS, FAA,
and Cooperative
Observer Stations).

Internet
downloadable PDF
(must be re-
entered manually).

Inches

RFC Taken at 12:00 z
(5AM Mountain
Standard Time);
hourly & daily
accumulation.

Tipping buckets that
are transmitted via
satellite.

By request —
electronic file

Inches
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3.2.2 NEXRAD

The NEXRAD data used in this study is the national stage III composite reflectivity

product that is distributed by NASA. This data is supplied at a spatial resolution of

0.025 ° grid (approx 2.5 km2) and has a 15-minute temporal resolution. In this study, this

15-minute data was converted to daily rainfall by summing all of the available data for

each day and dividing by the number of contributing time periods for which data was

available (i.e. the maximum number of time periods for a day is 96). No data values were

left out of the averaging process and no attempts were made at estimating rainfall rate for

the missing time periods. This is consistent with the approach used to estimate daily

precipitation using PERSIANN.

3.2.2.1 Radar Estimation of Precipitation

The Next Generation Weather Radar (NOMAD) program was developed by the

National Weather Service (NWS), Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and the

Department of Defense (DOD — Air Force Air Weather Service and Naval Oceanography

Command). The network, which was deployed between 1991 and 1997, is comprised of

over 160 S-band Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) radars across

the United States and has become an integral part of the U.S. federal weather services.

The primary objective of NEXRAD is to create a nearly seamless coverage of the

continental United States and all of its coastal waters. The NOMAD program has

revolutionized weather forecasting in the United States by not only being able to monitor
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day-to-day events, but also the development of severe weather events, such as hurricanes,

flash floods, hail, heavy precipitation, and tornadoes (Fulton et al. 1997; NRC, 1999).

The Radar product used in this study is derived from the gridded hourly NEXRAD stage

III reflectivities. Brief descriptions of the NEXRAD products are provided here. The

NEXRAD product used in this study originates from the raw reflectivity produced from

the radar sites. A precipitation estimate is then obtained by transforming this raw

reflectivity by using a "reflectivity-rainfall" relationship, also known as a "Z-R"

relationship. Equation 3.2 is a Z-R conversion that uses a raw reflectivity data set and

converts it to rain rate:

R =
(3.2)

Where,

R = rainfall rate (mm/hr)

Z = Reflectivity (dB)

a, b = constants related to the drop size distribution of hydrometers in the radar's sample

volume (a = 300, b = 1.4).
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These precipitation estimates are known as the stage I product and are often plagued with

errors (Seo et al. 1995; Smith et al. 1996, Fulton et al. 1997). In order to account for

these errors, "ground truth" gauge measurements are used to remove a mean field bias in

the radar precipitation estimates; the result is known as the stage II product. The stage III

product is then formed by merging overlapping radar fields into a grid which is known as

the NWS Hydrologic Rainfall Analysis Project (HRAP) (Schaake 1989). The HRAP

uses a polar stereo graphic projection grid which is nominally 4 x 4 km2 , but ranges from

about 3.7 x 3.7 lcm2 at southern U.S. latitudes to about 4.4 x 4.4 km2 at northern U.S.

latitudes (Fulton et al. 1997, Johnson et al. 1999).

Stage III is the final radar product of the RFC (River Forecast Center) and reflects

corrections and modifications made by a HAS (Hydrometeorological Analysis and

Support) forecaster at the RFC. The primary responsibility of the HAS forecaster is to

check the stage III products and to analyze the meteorological system that is responsible

for the precipitation. The HAS forecaster also has the ability to correct or alter the stage

III product if it is believed that the radar or gauges used in the stage II product are

erroneous (Johnson et al. 1999).

3.2.3 PERSIANN

The PERSIANN data used in this study was obtained at a spatial resolution of 0.25 °

(approximately 25 km2) and a temporal resolution of 30-minutes. This data was also
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converted to daily rainfall using the same methods as NEXRAD with the exception that

there were a maximum of 48 time periods in the PERSIANN.

3.2.3.1 PERSIANN Estimation of Precipitation

The PERSIANN system (Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information

using Artificial Neural Networks) was developed for the estimation of rainfall from

geosynchronous satellite longwave infrared imagery (GOES-IR) at a spatial resolution of

0.25 ° x 0.25 ° and temporal resolution of every half-hour (Hsu et al. 1997, 1999;

Sorooshian et al. 2000). PERSIANN has been under development at the University of

Arizona (Hsu et al. 1997,1999) since 1996 and has been able to address the need for

satellite-based rainfall estimation at improved spatial and temporal resolutions required

for hydrology, weather/climate, and various environmental processes. The most recent

improvement to the PERSIANN system, known as PERSIANN-GT, include the

incorporation of rain-rate estimates from the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission

(TRMM) microwave imager (TMI product 2Al2) (Sorooshian et al. 2000).

3.2.3.1.1 Background

Techniques for the estimation of surface rainfall from multichannel infrared (IR) and

visible (VIS) imagery collected by the Geostationary Operational Environmental

Satellites (GOES) have been under development since the 1960s. The basic principle

behind these approaches is the correlation of cloud-top brightness temperatures provided

by the satellite with the surface rain rate. Over the years there have been several
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approaches to this technique (Hsu et al. 1997) that yield much needed information about

the spatial distribution and temporal variablility of regional and global rainfall.

Unfortunately they suffer from inadequate reliability, accuracy, and resolution in space

and time (Arkin and Ardanuy 1989; Lee et al. 1991; Petty 1995; Xu et al. 1998; Xu et al.

2000). The PERSIANN system has addressed these issues by extracting and combining

information from various types of data including JR and microwave satellite imagery, JR

and daytime VIS imagery, rain gauge and ground-based radar, and ground-surface

topographic information (Hsu et al. 1997,1999).

3.2.3.1.2 Study

The most recent study involving the PERSIANN system was conducted by Sorooshian

(Sorooshian et al. 2000) and covered the tropical region (30°S — 30°N) from the western

Atlantic Ocean, across the Pacific Ocean, to eastern Asia (from 90 °E to 30°W). The

study used four satellite data sets: the TRMM TMI instantaneous rain product (2Al2) for

the entire region and the JR provided by the GOES-8, GOES-9/10, and GMS-5

geosynchronous satellites. In order to improve the statistical properties of the estimates

the "elemental" 0.25 ° x 0.25 ° rain rates at half-hour intervals were aggregated to the

resolution of 1 ° x 1 ° daily.

The study concluded that the PERSIANN algorithm is capable of providing improved

tropical rainfall products at spatial and temporal resolution high enough to be used in

atmospheric modeling and analysis. It was noted that the PERSIANN algorithm is a
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working piece of science and will "require improvements in theoretical understanding

and, in particular, experimental testing to identify additional input variables that can

improve the retrieval accuracy by providing useful information about the rainfall

process." It is anticipated that this study will provide some information on areas of

improvement that could be of help to the PERSIANN team as they prioritize future

efforts.

3.3 Areal Averaging

As mentioned, the main objective of this research is to evaluate the utility of various

precipitation data sources in watershed and water resources modeling. Therefore areal

averaging, as practiced by water managers, was selected as one of the comparison

methods. In order to compare the PERSIANN and NEXRAD grids with the point data of

the rain gauges a technique of areal averaging was developed using Thiessen polygons.

Map (a) in Figure 3.1 shows the level 8-HUC (Hydrologic Unit Code) Salt-Verde Basin.

Notice the smooth boundary edges associated with the vector data. Map (b) was

obtained by rasterizing the vector coverage (Mab (a)) using a 0.025 ° spatial resolution

(nearly 2.5km2). This resolution was chosen in order for all of the upper level grids

(PERSIANN and NEXRAD) to be co-geolocated for the precipitation analysis.



Figure 3.1 — Vector (a) and Raster (b) representation of the true Salt Verde basin
boundary and subwatersheds.

The co-geolocation process requires all of the contributing data layers to have the same

spatial resolution and geographic projection. To facilitate the integration of the various

types of data, both the projection and the format of the data had to be chosen so that they

would be software platform independent (i.e. it could be rasterized to a simple ASCII file

that could be imported into a variety of computational codes — ArcInfo, ArcView,

Fortran, etc.). This was accomplished by projecting all of the data layers to the decimal

degree format; this enabled all of the cells to be compared on a 2-D level. The decimal

degree projection was chosen due to the fact that it is the most common projection used

in data distribution; both NEXRAD and PERSIANN come in this format. Using the

simple 2-D grid allowed for a comparison of time and precipitation depth to be performed

in a very efficient manner because of the platform independence described above. The

limitation to the decimal degree projection is that a precise representation of volume (i.e.

depth of precipitation over a given area) is not possible because, like most geographic

projections, this particular projection does not take into account the curvature of the

earth, however these effects are minimal based on the small size and the location of the

4 I



study area and the small size of each individual 2.5km 2 grid. In addition, as data is

projected from Decimal Degree to other projections additional error is introduced.

3.3.1 Rain Gauge Data

As mentioned before, each rain gauge data supplier has their own unique ways of

presenting their data to the public. This poses a challenge to the end user. Obviously,

there is a need to apply some corrections, for example, units and temporal distribution of

the data do not always agree and must be made homogeneous. Once this data was

obtained the corresponding gauges were mapped over the Salt-Verde watersheds by using

the corresponding latitudes and longitudes from each gauge. A buffer area (see Figure

3.2) reflecting the average distance between all of the gauges in the Salt-Verde

watersheds (approximately 5km) was interpolated to include those gauges that were very

close to the border of the watershed and would contribute to the effective calculation in

low density areas.

Figure 3.2 — An illustration of the buffered area used around the Salt Verde basin in order
to incorporate precipitation gauges (red dots) that were located close to the basin
boundary.
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This was done because these outlying gauges can still provide substantial information for

the study due to their close proximity to the basin boundary and should be accounted for

in the calculation of basin average.

Once a complete list of gauges was obtained, they were then organized in a spreadsheet

and hydrologic judgement was used to determine the actual rain values for the days that

had reported errors. This judgement was based on the ancillary information

corresponding with each gauge. For example, if a gauge was reported down due to

construction and the agency stated that there was "no rain" that day and no other gauges

in the area reported rain, then the gauge was assigned a 0 value instead of a un-reportable

value of —9999. The implication of a 0 value assignment as opposed to missing data is

that 0 precipitation gauges are accounted for in the calculation while a missing data gauge

must be dropped and a new polygon mesh constructed to compensate for the loss.

Arguably, generating a new polygon mesh corresponding to missing gauges will, overall,

have the effect of filling in the missing value by stretching out the area of influence of the

remaining gauges in a statistically coherent manner.

Two of the four data sources used, ALERT and NOAA, included notes about the

precipitation and quality of the data taken. The table 3.1 summarizes how these two

particular sets of data were treated. For the ALERT, all the information about the

functionality of the gauge was taken into account (i.e., if a gauge went out of service but
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there was a manual observation that there was no rain then the gauge was left in the

polygon mesh with a 0 value). The NOAA data contained several more error criteria

which were all taken into account on an individual basis.

Table 3.3 — Description of judgment used on data interpretation.

Agency Comments

ALERT All notes included with data taken into account (je, if gage was down and they
reported no rain, then no rain was recorded for my values).

NOAA If data was deleted (symbol - ) b/c the valus were suspect, then the gage was
given a value of —9999. 	 The following were also observed:
Values of T (trace) were assigned 0 rain.
Value of I (incomplete) given —9999
Value of m (missing) given —9999

Once all the data was corrected and the gauges in the study area were selected, it was

placed into a final spreadsheet where it was converted to units of mm and, for the RFC

gauges, temporally corrected to daily Local Standard Time (LST); a —7 hour shift from

Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

3.3.1.1 Thiessen Polygons

The ArcInfo THIESSEN function was used to automatically derive the respective

Thiessen Polygons for every single day. Daily derivation of polygons was essential to

reflect the operational status of each gauge. Figure 3.3 illustrates the dynamic Thiessen

polygons by comparing two different days used in the study. There are several changes

in the polygon structure,
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Figure 3.3 — A comparison between two different days used in the study and the effect of
the dynamic Thiessen Polygon network. The circles highlight a few noticeable changes
in the network configuration.

the most obvious of which are highlighted with a circle. Changes in the polygon

structure are due to gauges reporting errors in their data (i.e. they have a value of —9999),

all other values, including zero precipitation, retain the same polygon configuration. A

visual inspection of the entire series of the polygon network, reveals that, in most cases,

changes in the polygon network occurred in rural areas. While these changes reflect the

difficulties associated with maintaining a reliable network in rural areas, the relative

impact of gauge malfunction in such areas on the accuracy of areal estimates is

significantly higher because of the original lower density of gauges. Clearly this leads to

higher uncertainty in the average basin calculation and to an uneven distribution of

con fidence level across the sub-basins. The dynamic Thiessen polygon analysis was

determined to be essential in order to account for the vast day-to-day changes that occur

throughout the watershed.
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The influence of gauges going into and out of service is summarized in Table 3.4. In

order to make a change in the polygon network, a gauge must go from a no data value to

a valid data value and vice versa. Throughout the study period, there were a total of 184

gauges, some repeating, that made an impact on the polygon network. Over the entire

year, these 184 gauges contributed to the Thiessen Polygon Network being changed a

total of 122 times, or approximately one out of every three days the network changed. As

mentioned above, these changes have significant impacts on the basin calculation.

For each day, the polygons were then converted to gridded format with a grid cell size of

0.025 ° and with the same extent as the study area (-114 °, 33 0 ; -108 0 , 36 0; 120 rows, 240

columns). This conversion allowed for a seamless integration of the rain gauges with the

PERSIANN and NEXRAD gridded data.

3.3.2 PERSIANN Data

The PERSIANN data used in this study is based on the GOES9 satellite. The half-hourly

PERSIANN product is at a resolution of 0.25 ° x 0.25 ° over the entire southwest. The

0.25 ° data covering the above mentioned extent was resampled, without interpolation

(i.e., each PERSIANN grid included an integer number of smaller grids), to a resolution
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of 0.025° to enable the cell-by-cell comparison with the NEXRAD, and rain gauges.

Because the temporal resolution of each file PERSIANN output file was 30 minutes;

conversion of the data to a daily resolution was accomplished by lumping together a

cumulative rainfall:

n p
S =

i.1 2
(3.3)

Where,

SL = total satellite (PERSIANN) lumped daily precipitation (L/T)

P, = 30-min. precipitation (L/T)

n = total number of time periods for a given day (48)

In order to account for the quality of the data, the number of reporting time steps (i.e.

those with no missing data) for each day (48 being the most) had to be accounted for:

(3.4)

Where,

ST = total satellite (PERSIANN) daily precipitation (UT — mm/day)

T, = time steps (with 48 being the max) with reporting precipitation.
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The reason for missing data over the watershed is due to tracking problems with the

original GOES data and other technical issues associated with the functionality of the

satellite. The PERSIANN data is in GMT time and it was converted to LST, this was

done by incorporating a —7 hour shift.

3.3.3 NEXRAD Data

The NEXRAD data used to provide precipitation estimates in this study were derived

from the gridded 15-minute NEXRAD stage III product, this had to be converted to daily

by deriving a lumped cumulative rainfall as follows:

L	 4
n p

(3.5)

Where,

RL = total radar lumped daily precipitation (LIT)

P, = 15-min. precipitation (LIT)

n = total number of time periods for a given day (96)

In order to account for the quality of the data the number of reporting time steps for each

day (96 being the most) had to be accounted for.

RT =
R

L

T
	 (3.5)
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Where,

RT = total radar daily precipitation (L/T)

Ti --= reporting time steps (with 96 being the max)

This data was also temporally corrected by performing a —7 hour shift to correct from

GMT to LST.

3.3.4 Final Product

Once all of the data had been corrected spatially, temporally and converted to the proper

units (the gauges) it could then be analyzed using a series of different computer codes

and GIS tools. This process involved performing a pixel-by-pixel analysis of each pixel

lying "above" the watershed. Figure 3.4 is a summary flow chart depicting this process.
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3.4 Pixel-to-pixel

A pixel-to-pixel comparison was performed in order to compare the PERSIANN output

directly with the NEXRAD data. This analysis did not take into account the Salt-Verde

Basin boundary but it did use the rain gauge point data underlying each PERSIANN pixel

(or grid). Figure 3.5 displays the selected area of interest, which had a pixel cell size of

0.025 ° and covered the entire Salt-Verde basin (-114 0, 33 0 ; -108 0 , 36 0 ; 120 rows, 240

columns).

The initial preparation of the data remained the same as the areal averaging, mentioned

above, however, significant changes were made in the way the data was processed. The

gauge data didn't need to be transformed into Thiessen polygons; instead they were used

to incorporate a simple arithmetic mean for all of the operational gauges present in the

selected PERSIANN pixel. By neglecting the watershed boundary, only the selected

PERSIANN grid cell and the underlying 100 NEXRAD cells had to be incorporated in

the PERSIANN and NOMAD data processing. Figure 3.6 is a flow chart of the general

methods used in this analysis.mommom1.11111
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1111111111111•1111111111••n•••n•••n••
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Figure 3.5 — Illustration of the relative grid size compared to the Salt Verde basin
boundary. The larger grid shows the original PERSIANN grid size and the outset grid
shows the NEXRAD grid and the regridded PERSIANN.
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3.5 Statistical Performance

One of the purposes for this study was to compare the relative performance of the

precipitation gauge, NEXRAD, and PERSIANN data. In order to measure performance,

one of the data sets had to be considered "truth", or observation; while the other two had

to be considered predictions. For the areal average study, the gauge data was set as the

observed data due to its ability to be actually observed and the universal use as a measure

of precipitation throughout the hydrologic community. The grid-based study was also

performed using the gauge data as the observed data due and the overlying PERSIANN

and NEXRAD grids as the predicted. Obviously this scenario makes for the unique

situation of having several observed values and only one predicted. It is assumed that

this procedure accounts for the spatial variability of the rain gauges under the NEXRAD

and PERSIANN grids by assigning identical weight to all gauges under a PERSIANN

cell or NEXRAD cell.

Typically, when two models or methods are compared, the correlation coefficient, root

mean square error, and in come cases, the bias, are used to assess the resemblance of the

predictions (estimates) to observation. However, as pointed out by Imam (1999), there

are two main categories of Goodness of Fit Measure (GFM), which are (a) residual-

based, and (b) statistical association—based that must be considered to fully evaluate two

or more models.
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3.5.1 Residual Measures

Residual-based measures indicate the deviation of the predicted from the observed data

by using techniques such as mean bias (B), the sum of square errors (SSE), mean of

square errors (MSE), and the root mean square errors (RAISE). The mean bias B can be

interpreted as an indicator of the model's tendency for overestimation/underestimation

and represents the expected value of a model's residuals. In fact, B can also assume

small values despite the presence of large errors if positive and negative errors cancel

each other out (Imam, 1999). Both MSE and RAISE have been widely used as objective

functions in model calibration exercises and can be considered among the best residual

measures (Fox, 1981; Sorooshian, 1983; Willmott, 1982); however, neither yields ample

information regarding the relative magnitude of the error and its trend (Imam, 1999).

Nevertheless, RAISE is useful when comparing the expected magnitude of error

corresponding to different model output. The combination of residual measures used in

this study is as follows:

RMSE 
E(Oi — Pi ) 2

i=1 (a)   

(3.6)

B =  i=1

	 —	
(b)



Where,

= observed value

P = predicted value

n sample size

3.5.2 Statistical Association Measures

According to Imam (1999), unlike the residual-based, the statistical association-based

measures provide an estimate of the statistical covariation between the observed and

predicted data by using methods such as the correlation coefficient (r), the Nash-Sutcliffe

coefficient of efficiency (E) , the coefficient of determination (D) and the index of

agreement (d) .

Although widely used, the correlation coefficient between observations and predictions

is in fact one of the weakest measures of model performance (Imam, 1994 and 1999). He

demonstrated the prospect of rejecting model X in support of model Y based on r

although model X may consistently surpass Y with respect to the relative magnitude of

individual residuals. Willmott (1984) provided strong arguments against the use of r as

the only measure of performance and concluded that it should not be used as a

comparative index even when it is statistically significant. Mathematically, r is computed

as:
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(oi -/'0)(P - i)

r
o C p

Where,

I-10, Go = mean and standard deviation of observed values

pp, op = mean and standard deviation of predicted values

Imam (1999) proposed that an objective comparison of several models must account for

(a) the tendency of a model to overestimate or underestimate, (b) the expected magnitude

of errors, (c) the relative magnitude of errors, and, more importantly, (d) the proportional

contribution of systematic and unsystematic errors to the total error. The latter two are

helpful in determining which of the models can be further enhanced. Two commonly

used measures of association are the coefficient of efficiency (E) proposed by Nash and

Suttcliffe (1970) and the coefficient of determination (D) proposed by Aitken (1973),

which are defined as:

E(oi /10) 2

E 	i=1
	

(a)
	

(3.8)

110)
2

i=1
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(3.7)
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(0; — ,u0 ) 2 —	 — Pei ) 2

D =  i= 1

1(Oi Po)
2

i=1

(b) 	(3.8 con't.)

Where Pe i is predicted as the least squares linear regression of P and 0 with slope b and

intercept a. Or:

Pei = a + b*
	 (3.9)

Both D and E are upper-bounded by 1 and can assume negative values, with larger values

indicating a better fit and lower values indicating a poorer fit. Imam (1994) argued that

negative values of D and or E indicate that the model introduces more ambiguity that that

introduced by simply using the mean value of the observation as an estimator. Although

both D and E are very informative, they also tend to be slightly counterintuitive based on

the range of values — both positive and negative. Willmott and Wicks (1980) and

Willmott (1982) addressed this issue by deriving an index of agreement (d) that has a

[0,1] bounded indices. It is also capable of measuring the degree of which model

predictions are error-free. The index of agreement (d) is computed as:

E (Pi

d = 1

LC /Di-it/0

(3.10)

- /-1,1) 2
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All six of the above statistical measures, RMSE, B, r, E, D, and d were used in this study

to measure the performance of the precipitation gauges, NEXRAD, and PERSIANN data

sets in both the areal average study and the pixel-to-pixel study.

While measures such as the proportion of systematic and unsystematic error components

yield valuable information about each model, it was noticed that their use, particularly in

the pixel-to-pixel case study, may lead to ambiguous information due to the fact that

more than a single observed value is compared to a given predicted. As such, further

investigation of the utility of this measure in spatial analysis must be conducted before

they are used. Such is beyond the scope of this study.

3.6 Summary

There were two primary analyses done in this study, the first of which was a watershed-

based analysis that incorporated a dynamic Thiessen polygon mesh from precipitation

gauges, NEXRAD and PERSIANN data. The second analysis was a pixel-to-pixel

analysis, which was accomplished by comparing the underlying precipitation gauges and

NEXRAD data to a selected PERSIANN pixel over the Lower Salt basin. Both of these

analyses were then used to derive the performance measures with the assumption that the

precipitation gauges were the observed data and the PERSIANN and NEXRAD were the

predicted data.



CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS

4.1 Introduction

The results of the three different types of data sources (gauge, radar and satellite) are

analyzed throughout this chapter. As mentioned in chapter 3, both of the watershed and

pixel-to-pixel comparisons are explored in great detail along with a very detailed analysis

of the Lower Salt basin that encompasses the Phoenix metropolitan area. The chapter

will conclude with a water resources related runoff scenario that utilizes all three data

sources.

4.2 — Watershed Comparison

By utilizing GIS to calculate basin areal average precipitation using Thiessen polygons

for gauges and grid averages for PERSIANN and NEXRAD, a basin comparison of the

three averages is made possible. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the comparison of

basin average is essential from a water resources management point of view as well as

from regional hydrologic modeling point of view. Both of which operate on scales similar

to those of the United State Geological Survey's (USGS) Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC)

Level-8. While actual calculations were performed for all eight watersheds in the Salt-

Verde basin, only three watersheds were selected for detailed comparison. These

59
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watersheds were selected to reflect various levels of uncertainties as impacted by the

number of rain gauges within each watershed. These are the Black Basin with a low

density (5 gauges), the Lower Verde Basin with a moderate density (22 gauges) and the

Lower Salt with a high gauge density (100 gauges).

It is important to mention that the Black basin represents the most common gauge density

(350-650 km2/gauge) as seen in Table 2.1. Although NEXRAD provides the highest

temporal and spatial resolution of precipitation estimates in any watershed, uncertainties

associated with NEXRAD Z-R relationship are addressed by considering gauge

precipitation as the observed value. In fact, this assumption may be more valid with

respect to winter precipitation, which is characterized by frontal precipitation, than to

summer monsoon, which is characterized by local bursts of heavy precipitation.

However, the analyses can be repeated easily with each source of information being

considered as the observed value.

Several regional scale studies emphasize the need for accurate seasonal and annual water

budget information. Clearly, the most important variable in such budget is precipitation

as it, together with energy, represents the deriving process. While daily comparison

between different sources of data can yield important information at the even level, those

of seasonal patterns of over-estimation, under-estimation can only be assessed by

comparing daily cumulative values. To address this issue, two types of comparisons will

be performed, a day-to-day comparison, in which the actual daily precipitation from all
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three sources will be compared, and a cumulative comparison, in which the precipitation

accumulation since the beginning of the study period are compared.

4.2.1 — Daily and Cumulative Values

Figure 4.1 illustrates three of the eight FIUC Level-8 basins within the Salt-Verde basin.

Although all three basins are of different size, shape and location, they all experience the

same two-season precipitation periods that are common over this area of the

Southwestern United States — summer and winter. There is a consistency with all three

data platforms, while their magnitudes may differ, to record an increase in precipitation

from early July through September and again in February through April.

. LOWER SALT_

t	
r''''	 •••.,
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l
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Figure 4.1 — Location of the Black, Lower Verde and Lower Salt basins, notice the large

number of gauges in the Lower Salt, moderate number of gauges in the Lower Verde and

the low number of gauges in the Black.
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4.2.2 The Black Basin

The Black Basin is the eastern most section of the Salt-Verde basin (as shown in Figure

4.1). The Black is a mountainous basin with heavy vegetation such as Ponderosa,

Ironwood and Juniper trees; it encompasses 3200 km 2 and is the highest basin in the

study area with a mean elevation of over 2190 m with its highest peak at 3414 m.

The results for the daily and accumulated precipitation are shown in Figure 4.2. The

daily values for each data platform are relatively similar for the monsoon season of 1998

(DOY 213-275) with precipitation events being recorded with very similar magnitudes.

As time progresses into the late fall to early winter months, the PERSIANN data does

continually record significant amounts of precipitation while the NEXRAD and Thiessen

polygons record almost identical rainfall amounts (i.e. relatively no precipitation with just

a few events with any significant precipitation). This trend is seen in the daily totals and

more obviously in the yearly accumulation and is most likely due to the PERSIANN

interpolating non-event producing frontal clouds as sources of precipitation. This error

will be further discussed in Chapter 5. The monsoon season of 1999 continues to see

very similar results with the NEXRAD and Thiessen polygons but the PERSIANN has a

tendency to significantly over estimate three particular days of data (DOY - 191, 195 and

207).
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4.2.3 The Lower Verde

The Lower Verde basin connects the entire Verde basin with the Salt basin and is located

on the far northeast side of the Phoenix area (see Figure 4.1). This basin has an elevation

difference of over 2000 m with a mean elevation of 1275 m and an area of 5000 km2 .

The daily results for the Lower Verde differ significantly from those of the Black in the

fact that the NEXRAD platform is overestimating for larger storm events with respect to

the PERSIANN and THEIS SEN platforms, in turn; the accumulation of the NEXRAD is

greater than the other two platforms (see Figure 4.3). As shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure

4.5b, these overestimations from the NEXRAD platform are only seen in larger events

and are not as prominent in smaller events and most of the no-rain days do correspond

with those of the THIESSEN data set. Figure 4.5a reinforces this point by illustrating the

strong correlation between the NEXRAD and the THEISSEN output. The PERSIANN

data set, however, is experiencing the same continual precipitation as seen in the Black.

4.2.4 The Lower Salt

The Lower Salt basin covers an area of 3400 km2 and rises from 300m to over 2100m

and encompasses the entire Phoenix metropolitan area and has 100 active rain gauges

within the basin (see Figure 4.1). With this high rain gauge density, it was determined

that out of all of the basins that this one would yield the most reliable results from the

stand point of the rain gauges being the "truth" data.
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The NEXRAD data experienced the same overestimation problems of large events as

seen in the Lower Verde, especially during the monsoon seasons (see Figure 4.4). This

overestimating provoked further research into the data control that was being put into the

NEXRAD data by investigating the original Level III reflectivity data. After consulting

with Efrat Morin (personal communication) it was determined that there is a need to

apply a reflectivity threshold to the data. The NEXRAD data was rerun with a threshold

of 53 dbZ (104 mm/hr) (Steiner, 1999); however, the data remained unchanged. Because

of their persistence below the threshold, it is most likely that these errors result from: 1)

the fact that missing data is not accounted for (i.e., no precipitation estimation is

performed) and therefore when a large event occurs on a 15min temporal scale and there

are other time periods missing, the data average for that day is notably higher; 2) the

NEXRAD is properly estimating the precipitation and it is the gauges and PERSIANN

that are missing the very localized and intense rain events.

The large accumulation of NEXRAD precipitation corresponds with the overestimates in

both the 1998 and 1999 monsoon seasons. Figure 4.5c illustrates these overestimates

when compared to the THIES SEN output. The accumulation of the PERSIANN data is

experiencing the same patterns as in the Black and Lower Verde (and all of the basins in

the study); a continual accumulation of rain that is caused by rainfall being reported for

the majority of the year; hence, the accumulation line of the PERSIANN data is not flat

for any extended period of time.
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Figure 4.2 — The yearly precipitation comparison (a) and yearly precipitation
accumulation (13) of the PERSIANN, NEXRAD and Thiessen polygon network in the
Black Basin.
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4.2.5 Watershed Performance Measures

The performance of the PERSIANN and NEXRAD "predictions" as compared to the

"observed" Thiessen polygon network was analyzed; a summary of sample statistics and

the performance measurers are listed on Table 4.1. One of the most significant

differences is the difference between the maximum precipitations between the NEXRAD

and the other two platforms, as mentioned previously; this is caused by the averaging of

the 15-min. data and the corresponding number of grid cells which can have the tendency

to bias the actual daily rainfall that is occurring. Other important information is the fact

that the PERSIANN data over all three watersheds never experienced a non precipitation

(0 Val) day. The coefficient of determination (D), which has an upper bounded by the

domain [-, 1], indicates the fit of each model, with higher values indicating a better fit

and lower values indicating a poorer fit. In fact, any values less than 0 indicate that the

mean of the observed data is a better guess at the event(s) in question than the predicted

values. In this case, D is negative for two of the three basins for the NEXRAD data; this

of course, is related to the tremendous over estimation that is occurring during the

summer months as seen in Figure 4.5 and the maximum-recorded values in Table 4.1.

The index of agreement (d) is bound by the domain [0,1] and is an intuitive tool for

measuring the degree of which model predictions are error-free; the larger the value, the

better the model. Not surprising in this analysis, the more gauges present in a particular

watershed, and hence more Thiessen polygons, the better the PERSIANN performed with

respect to the NEXRAD, this is because the PERSIANN is trained with precipitation

gauges.
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Table 4.1 - Statistics and performance measures of the Lower Verde, Lower Salt and
Black Basins.

Lower Verde

STAT THE PER NEX
Mean 0.8978 1.9623 2.754
Stdv 2.4071 4.8785 6.8198
Min 0 0 0
Max 87.63 87.396 535.49
Npt 342 - -

0 Val 199 0 128
r - 0.5084 0.7979
a - 1.0373 0.7244
b - 1.0303 2.2606
D - 0.8035 -1.1836
d - 0.5747 0.6431

RMSE - 4.3345 5.4363

Lower Salt

THE PER NEX
0.5084 1.5339 3.2411
1.8302 4.8635 8.1501

0 0 0
53.086 89.443 908.38

342 - -
205 0 144

- 0.5215 0.6955
- 0.8293 1.6666
- 1.3859 3.0971
- 0.5371 -5.6273
- 0.5099 0.4296
- 4.3324 7.5162

Black

THE PER NEX
0.9989 2.7245 6.2034
2.5678 0.9541 2.4149

0 0 0
40.132 94.972 128.18

342 - -
212 0 184

- 0.4 0.5404
- 1.7592 0.4464
- 0.9663 0.5082
- 0.5473 0.7579
- 0.4451 0.7097
- 5.9423 2.3927

4.3 Detailed Comparison

A special emphasis has been put on the Lower Salt basin due to its high concentration of

precipitation gauges that monitor events that may impact the Phoenix Metropolitan area.

This basin has 100 rain gauges covering an area of 3400km2, a gauge density of 0.03

gauges/km2. Compared to the Big Chino basin that has only 4 gauges covering an area of

56001(1112 (0.0007 gauges/km 2), the Lower Salt is heavily gauged. For this reason, the

Lower Salt will be the focus of a "microscopic" analysis of the Salt-Verde basin.
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4.3.1 Platform Reporting Errors

One aspect of the watershed study that was not mentioned previously is the actual quality

of both the NEXRAD and PERSIANN data. As with rain gauges, both of these platforms

experience occasional glitches and loss of data that can significantly effect the daily

aggregation of precipitation data. As mentioned before (equation 3.1 and 3.3), the

PERSIANN data is initially recorded in 30min. intervals and the NEXRAD data is

recorded in 15min. intervals, when time periods are missed the amount of error increases

and the quality of the data decreases. One variable that was monitored in this study was

the percentage of time the specific platform is operating. If, for example, the PERSIANN

only reported 24 cells for a particular day then it would be reporting 50% of the time for

that particular day. This is extremely beneficial when extreme values are being reported

by a particular platform because the data can be further investigated to correct for the

missing time periods from the platform.

Figure 4.6a is a plot of the difference between PERSIANN and the Thiessen precipitation

over the Lower Salt basin for the entire study period. The PERSIANN platform tends to

report very erratically (green line), therefore a general trend line (black line) was fit to the

data. One interesting aspect of the PERSIANN data is that there is a large decrease in the

percentage of time the platform is reporting during the monsoon periods. This

corresponds directly with the overestimations that are occurring during this time period

also. The NEXRAD data (Figure 4.6b) is a lot more consistent in terms of reporting
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stability, however, there is also a correlation between the large deviations from the

Thiessen values and the lower quality data being reported by the NEXRAD during times

of precipitation. An even closer look into the seasonality of both the PERSIANN and

NEXRAD for the summer monsoon storm and winter frontal storm periods (see Figure

4.7) shows that, in fact, there is a strong correlation when either of these platforms

encounters tribulations in data quality that the deviation from the ground-truth gauges

significantly increases. NEXRAD is a little more dependable in this respect, as shown in

both Figure 4.7c and 4.7d, because whenever there is a significant loss in data (i.e. a low

percentage reporting) there is a tremendous increase in the deviation from the gauges.

The PERSIANN, on the other hand, is not as obvious in its daily event errors but does

have an easily identifiable trend during the summer days of an increase in deviation from

the Thiessen output as the percentage reporting decreases.
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Figure 4.7 — Percentage of reporting cells over the Lower Salt basin for PERSIANN
summer (a) and winter (b), and NEXRAD summer (c) and winter (d).

4.4 Pixel-to-pixel

A detailed analysis was performed for one PERSIANN grid over the Lower Salt Basin,

this grid was chosen because of the high gauge density of the watershed with respect to

the other watersheds within the Salt-Verde basin. The selected PERSIANN grid is

within the Lower Salt basin and a part of the Lower Verde basin (see Figure 4.8a) and is

underlain by 100 NEXRAD cells and 24 rain gauges (see Figure 4.86).
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As with the watershed based comparison, a daily and accumulation analysis was

performed in order to analyze the relative performance of each of the three precipitation

monitoring platforms, the difference, of course, being that this analysis was done using

the pixel based values for the NEXRAD and PERSIANN along with the point-

precipitation from the gauges aggregated to an areal average.

75
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4.4.1 Grid #225 Analysis

The results for the yearly analysis over PERSIANN grid 225 (see Figure 4.8) were very

similar to those results from the watershed-based analysis over the Lower Salt basin (see

Figure 4.4). It is illustrated in Figure 4.9a that the NEXRAD data is continually over

estimating the precipitation during larger events, even after the implementation of the

reflectivity threshold of 53 dbZ. This trend to overestimate is also seen in Figure 4.9b as

the accumulation of NEXRAD precipitation is significantly greater than both the

PERSIANN and ground-based gauges.

The PERSIANN data is also predisposed to the same continual accumulation of

precipitation throughout the year. This is, once again, caused by this platforms inability

to appropriately distinguish the presence of rainfall throughout the winter months. This

error will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.
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4.4.2 Platform Performance

The performance of the PERSIANN and NEXRAD compared to the underlying gauges

was accomplished using the performance measures described in chapter 3. Using the

ground-based precipitation gauges as the "observed" data and then calculating the

performance measures of the PERSIANN and NEXRAD as the "predicted" data. This

assumption, as mentioned earlier, could be reversed to any of the platforms; however, the

gauges were chosen here because of the number available in the area and they are based

on an actual quantitative measurement as opposed to a remotely sensed estimate "derived

or inferred values". The three measures used here are the correlation coefficient (r),

coefficient of determination (D) and index of agreement (d). After analyzing the data it

was determined that the coefficient of efficiency (Nash-Suttcliffe) was very unstable

when used with a broad data set such as this, therefore it was not used as one of the

measures.

4.4.2.1 PERSIANN Performance

The PERSIANN performance measures were computed by taking the cell value for the

selected PERSIANN grid cell, in this case grid #225, and comparing that value to each of

the 23 ground based gauges contained within that cell. Figure 4.10a illustrates the yearly

performance of the PERSIANN models "predicted" output as compared to the

"observed" precipitation gauges. While the relative performance of the PERSIANN

compared to each gauge does vary slightly, the overall performance of the PERSIANN

data for the whole year is acceptable.
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4.4.2.1.1 PERSIANN Seasonal Variation

While the PERSIANN model performs reasonably well for the entire year as a whole,

such is not the case when the two wet seasons, summer (DOY 213-275 for 1998 and 183-

212 for 1999) and winter (DOY 36-121), which are examined more thoroughly. Figure

4.11 is a plot of the same performance measures as above for both the summer (a) and

winter (b). In the summer there is a wider variation in the error being produced by the

PERSIANN, this is associated with the fact that the gauges are better able to monitor

localized events while the PERSIANN is essentially getting a single value for the entire

cell. The interesting aspect here is that there is a net loss in performance in the winter

months, this is caused by the PERSIANN continually recording precipitation when no

rainfall is being produced due to the fact that PERSIANN relies on top of cloud

brightness temperature, which may indicate conditions inducing of precipitation but not

actually producing rainfall.

4.4.2.2 NEXRAD Performance

The NEXRAD performance analysis evaluated the NEXRAD cell value that

corresponded with the precipitation gauge on the ground (see Figure 4.10b). The

NEXRAD precipitation in this area, as mentioned earlier, has a tendency to overestimate

larger precipitation evens. This is reiterated in Figure 4.10b by the coefficient of

determination (D) . For several of the gauges D was below 0, meaning that the observer is

better off choosing the average gauge value than using the NEXRAD output. The

radical changes in d between each of the gauges indicates the error between each gauge
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and the corresponding NEXRAD value; these low values suggest a poor NEXRAD

performance, most of which are coming during the monsoon periods.

4.4.2.2.1 NEXRAD Seasonal Variation

The performance of the NEXRAD throughout the two rainy seasons is shown in Figure

4.11c and 4.11d. As was seen with the daily totals for the study period, the NEXRAD

performs significantly better in the winter months than in the summer. This is due to the

fact that most of the overestimation done by NEXRAD occurs during larger events which

dominate the summer months and could in fact represent an under estimation of the

gauge network.
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4.5 Water Resource Applications

One of the goals of this study is to derive some "real world" significance from the three

data platforms in the form of usefulness and convenience for water resource managers,

river forecasters, etc. This section describes a very simple runoff scenario that could be

transformed into a very elaborate study; however, this is for illustration purposes only

and is not meant to go into great detail.
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Two of the most basic questions from water resource managers during precipitation

events are: how much is/did it rain? and how much will/has runoff from this event? The

runoff produced by utilizing the precipitation measurements from the three platforms

discussed throughout this thesis will vary greatly depending on the location of the storm

(gauge density, NEXRAD coverage, etc.) and the time of year (i.e. PERSIANN

overestimation throughout the winter). One of the ways to determine the influence each

platform has on the corresponding runoff is to perform a runoff simulation. Runoff

simulations can be extremely complex because there are an endless number of factors

influencing the runoff throughout the watershed including land use, soil properties,

vegetation, antecedent soil conditions, etc. In this simple study, however, we will just

look at the land use and soil types to derive curve numbers (CN) throughout the

watershed and then use the curve numbers to derive a basin average curve number to be

used in the SCS runoff equation:

Q= 
(p -0.2s)2 

P + 0.8S

1000 
S= 	  10

CN

Where,

Q = runoff (in)

P = rainfall (where P>0.2S) (in)

S = potential maximum retention after runoff begins (in)

CN = Curve Number (unitless)

(4.1)

(4.2)
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Obviously, the most important variable used in this equation (assuming you know how

much it has rained) is the curve number. The CN is determined by several major factors

such as the hydrologic soil group, cover type, treatment, hydrologic condition, and

antecedent runoff conditions from urban, cultivated agricultural, other agricultural, and

arid and semiarid rangeland uses (Maidment, 1993). The curve numbers used in this

study were based on the following table developed by the Soil Conservation Service

(United States Bureau of Reclamation, 1973) for forest range areas in the western United

States using fair conditions for antecedent moisture condition 2 (AMC-II):

Table 4.2 — Curve number table for use with Salt-Verde study
AMC-II

Land Cover

Hydrologic Soil Group

A B C D

Juniper 54 54 70 70
Oak-Aspen 40 40 54 54
Sagebrush 46 46 67 67

Herbaceous 68 68 81 88
Scrub Brush 28 43 60 66

Range 47 58 70 71
Truck Crops 68 75 81 84

Medium Density Urban 72 78 85 88
Water Bodies 98 98 98 95

The land use cover used over the study area was derived from the International

Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) and the Earth Resources Observation System

(EROS) data set and Penn State University developed the soil groups (CONUS-SOIL).

Both of these covers were intersected using ArcView in order to develop a cross-indexing
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scheme that was compatible with Table 4.2. Once this was done, an average sub-basin

CN was derived and then adjusted for antecedent soil moisture condition 3 (AMC-III) by

analyzing the five previous day's precipitation events (i.e. if the five previous days had a

total excess of 1 inch of rain, then the CN was adjusted to AMC-III). Table 4.3 is a

summary of the sub basin CN's for both AMC-II and AMC-III (derived from Table A-7

United States Bureau of Reclamation, 1973) and Figure 4.12 is a flow chart of the steps

used to derive the basin runoff.

Table 4.3 — Summary of Curve Numbers used for each sub-
basin in the Salt —Verde for both AMC-II and AMC-III

Sub-Basin CN (AMC-II) CN (AMC-III)

Big Chino 68 84
Upper Verde 62 79
Lower Verde 65 82

Tonto 61 78
Upper Salt 64 81

Carrizo 65 82
White 55 74

Lower Salt 67 83
Black 57 75
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4.5.1 Runoff Results

While this runoff study has been simplified, it is still useful in conveying very important

information relative to the effectiveness of each type of data platform for use in water

resources management. Figures 4.13 — 4.15 illustrate the results of this runoff analysis

over the entire year for the Black, Lower Verde, and Lower Salt Basins. Obviously, the

more precipitation that a platform records, the better chance there is for runoff (not all

rainfall events produce runoff). In the Lower Salt, for example, NEXRAD recorded over

43 inches of precipitation for the entire year that translated to 3.4 inches of runoff while

the Thiessen Polygons recorded less than 8 inches of rain with no runoff. These are, of

course, the two ends of the spectrum with the PERSIANN measuring a little more

realistic amount of almost 21 inches with 1.5 inches of runoff. It must be pointed out that

the temporal scale used in this study is not able to capture highly intense events

associated with storms in the semi-arid southwest, this has a dramatic effect on runoff. A

one inch precipitation event in 30-minutes is a lot different than a one inch precipitation

event spread out over 24-hours.

While this represents a gross runoff approximation due to the averaging of both curve

numbers and precipitation and the low spatial resolution of the soil and land use data, the

usefulness and utilization of all three data platforms in a "real world" application was

demonstrated. Table 4.4 is a summary of water resource related data derived from the

Lower Verde, Lower Salt and Black basins.
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(c) for the Lower Salt Basin.



Precipitation (in.)
Watershed	 PERS	 NEX	 THEIS

LOWER VERDE 26.60 37.22 12.20
LOWER SALT 20.93 43.32 7.59

BLACK 72.88 25.10 26.11

Runoff Volume (acre-ft)
Watershed PERS NEX THEIS

LOWER VERDE 139482 189592 488
LOWER SALT 107694 243734 o

BLACK 106184 0 o

Table 4.4 — Summary of watershed-based water resources
information, including Precipitation, Runoff, Runoff Volume and
the number of people* that could be supplied with water from the
watershed.

Runoff (in.)
Watershed PERS NEX THEIS

LOWER VERDE 1.35 1.84 0.005
LOWER SALT 1.52 3.44 0.00

BLACK 1.61 0.00 0.00

Peo-ple
Watershed PERS NEX THEIS

LOWER VERDE 2.27E+08 3.09E+08 7.96E+05
LOWER SALT 1.75E+08 3.97E+08 0

BLACK 1.73E+08 0 0

*The number of people is based on a yearly water consumption of
200 gal/year and all of the runoff is collected.
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4.6 Summary

The results of the watershed-based comparison for the Black (low gauge density), Lower

Verde (moderate gauge density), and Lower Salt (high gauge density) were compared for

both daily and cumulative values. The performance measures for these three sub-basins

were also evaluated based on the assumption that the precipitation gauges were the

observed data and the PERSIAN and NEXRAD were the predicted. The Lower Salt

further examined due to its dense gauge network and its influence on the Phoenix

metropolitan area. The pixel-to-pixel comparison was performed for the PERSIANN

grid #225, which is located over the Lower Salt basin. The daily and cumulative values

were investigated along with performance measures for the entire year along with the

winter and monsoon months. Furthermore, the runoff effects of each platform were

explored with respect to water resource applications.



CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Introduction

Recommendations and conclusions for the PERSIANN system are the focus of this

chapter. Aspects of the PERSIANN winter overestimation will be qualified along with

the relative usefulness of each platform and validation of the dynamic Thiessen approach.

5.2 PERSIANN Corrections

While the PERSIANN is able to capture larger events, it continually captures

precipitation when there is no rain being reported by the NEXRAD or any of the gauges.

These systematic errors that are obviously present in the system were tested using a

sensitivity analysis on the PERSIANN data itself, NEXRAD data, rain gauge data, and a

combination of the NEXRAD and rain gauge data. The following table summarizes the

analysis parameters:
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Table 5.1 — Summary of sensitivity analysis.

Name Testing Parameter Test

Padj PERSIANN If the PERSIANN output is less than 0.1 mm for the
entire day, then the output is changed to 0 mm.

Nadj NEXRAD If the NEXRAD output is 0 mm, then the
PERSIANN output is changed to 0 mm.

Gadj Rain Gauge If the rain gauge data is 0 mm, then the PERS IANN
output is changed to 0 mm.

PNGadj PERSIANN, NEXRAD
and Rain Gauge

If the rain gauge data is 0 mm or the NEXRAD is 0
mm or the PERSIANN output is less than 0.1 mm,
then the PERSIANN output is changed to 0 mm.

5.2.1 Watershed-Based Testing

The sensitivity analysis described above was performed on the Black, Lower Verde, and

Lower Salt basins. Each test rendered different results with filtering of the PERSIANN

data (Padj) less than 0.1 mm being the least effective (see Figure 5.1 — 5.3). This was

particularly interesting because it ruled out any steady background "noise" that could be

present in the system. Instead, the continual rainfall is actually being monitored and is a

result of insignificant or improper model calibration and/or training. The most significant

results came, obviously, from using the PNGadj; however, the one single platform that

yielded the best adjustment of the PERSIANN data was the rain gauge data (Gadj). It not

only removed the continual precipitation effect, but it also brought the accumulation

down to reasonable levels in all of the watersheds. The Nadj was also able to remove the

continual precipitation from the PERSIANN output, however, the magnitude of

correction varied between watersheds.
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5.2.2 Pixel-Based Testing

As mentioned before, the PERSIANN platform continually monitors data during the

winter season. A simple minimum/maximum comparison was performed for the selected

PERSIANN grid along with the same sensitivity analysis that was completed on the

watershed-based results previously mentioned.

5.2.2.1 Minimum/Maximum Analysis

By comparing the minimum and maximum events that occur throughout the underlying

PERSIANN grid for both the areal averaged precipitation gauges (Figure 5.4a) and the

average pixel representation of NEXRAD (Figure 5.4b), a better understanding of the

winter precipitation error in PERSIANN can be obtained. This is important because there

are 24 gauges and 100 NEXRAD cells that are each "individually" recording and

monitoring precipitation and, for the pixel-to-pixel analysis, these are being averaged for

the entire PERSIANN grid. So, for example, if there is a small amount of rain that is

only recorded by one or two gauges (or one or two NEXRAD pixels) for a precipitation

event and it is averaged with all of the other cells then it would bias the study and

potentially making the PERSIANN appear to be an inferior platform since it is

continually monitoring precipitation. This simple analysis highlights the fact that during

the winter months there is still no rain being reported by either the precipitation gauges or

the NEXRAD, even when the minimum and maximum for each cell is being taken into

account.
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The daily PERSIANN values are represented in Figures 5.4a-b (black line), which are

more obvious during the winter months, when compared to the gauge data (Figure 5.4a).

This trend is not as obvious for the same NEXRAD minimum/maximum comparison,

however, it is still occurring just as a smaller scale.

5.2.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis

The same sensitivity analysis was done for PERSIANN cell #225 using the same

parameters as specified in Table 5.1. Not surprising, the same results were discovered as

with the watershed-based study (Figure 5.4). The Padj. did not solve the problem

because the rainfall recorded is very significant and not just a slight background noise.

The Nadj. was able to correct for the problem by eliminating the constant rainfall while

the Gadj. and PNGadj. were both able to even further refine the PERSIANN cumulative

output when compared to the observed rain gauge data.
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The goal of these parameters for the sensitivity analysis is to maximize the agreement

between the rain/rain days and the no rain/no rain days (see Table 5.2) while minimizing

the rain/no rain days. This rain matrix was applied to the original data as well as each

parameter for both the PERSIANN versus gauge and PERSIANN versus NEXRAD

scenarios (Table 5.3 and 5.4). For the gauge comparison, both the PNGadj. and Gadj.

were able to minimize the rain/no rain requirements, however, the Gadj. is able to a

much better job at reducing the gauge/rain and PERSIANN/no rain scenario. These
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results correspond with those found with the cumulative analysis mentioned before.

The NEXRAD comparison to PERSIANN yielded similar results with the PNGadj. and

Nadj. performing better than the other two parameters. Like with the Gadj. with the

gauge comparison, the Nadj. for this comparison does a superb job of minimizing the

rain/no rain events.

Table 5.2 — Generic rain matrix demonstrating the goal minimization/maximization cells.

Rain Matrix

PERSIANN
Rain No Rain

=
7,1I:4 Max Min

a)to

6 ..

cc'4' Min Max
')
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Table 5.3 — PERSIANN vs. gauge rain matrix, notice the minimization of the Rain/No
Rain and No Rain/Rain of the Gadj.
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Table 5.4 - PERSIANN vs. NEXRAD rain matrix, notice the minimization of the
Rain/No Rain and No Rain/Rain of the Nadj.
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5.2.2.3 Adjusted Performance Measures

The final aspect of this sensitivity analysis is to look at the performance measures that

were previously evaluated. After all of the performance measures for the parameters for

the summer, winter and the entire year were calculated it was found that statistically

speaking, these measures all reach the same relative threshold and therefore only one

example parameter will be shown here. Figure 5.6 illustrates the yearly performance

measures over grid #225. There was a general increase in performance for all three

variables (r, D, and d) , which was expected. However, this performance does not

necessarily correspond with the results obtained in the rain matrix and yearly

accumulation results discussed earlier and do not vary significantly from those seen in

Figure 4.10a. The reason for this is because most of the adjustments occurring

throughout the selected PERSIANN grid are occurring during times of precipitation

activity, or in the case of winter, lack of precipitation activity.

A closer look into the summer and winter precipitation events reveals the tremendous

performance increase be experienced by the sensitivity analysis. Figure 5.7 is a plot of

both the summer and wintertime periods and, when compared to the original data (Figure

4.11a and 4.11b), the magnitude of the results is seen. The performance of the

coefficient of determination (D) continued to be unpredictable and erratic (as seen

previously) and has been determined to be ineffective in this type of broad data set.
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5.2 Conclusions and Recommendations

The Salt-Verde basin provided a good case for a multiple sensor study. This not only is

because of the wide range of topography, vegetation and climate regimes, but also

because of the complete coverage of rain gauges, NEXRAD and the PERSIANN

platforms. The results of this study indicate that it is possible to use gridded data (i.e.

NEXRAD and PERSIANN) to establish areal average precipitation for HUC Level 8

watersheds. In fact, with respect to PERSIANN, this is an important aspect, because of

the fact that at the 0.25 ° x 0.25 ° grid resolution PERSIANN can still capture the spatial

variability of precipitation with in the watershed at a daily temporal scale. This allows

PERSIANN to be useful for hydrologic and water resource applications even at such a

relatively coarse resolution when compared to NEXRAD. However, several issues need

to be addressed before the full potential of PERSIANN can be used for hydrologic and

water resource applications.

1) Integration of the three different precipitation measurement platforms was a

straightforward but time consuming process. As mentioned in Chapter 2, each

contributing agency has their own unique way of storing, documenting and storing the

data. If this data is to ever be used on a daily basis by hydrologists and water resource

specialists then it is recommended that there be a uniform data and metadata standard

applied throughout each contributing agency. The HyDIS program at the University of

Arizona is currently making progress in this direction of data distribution and

normalization.
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2) It is difficult to assess which of the three platforms represtent the truth because of the

inherent errors associated with each platform. NEXRAD, for example, is still undergoing

continued research of background noise associated with the reflectivity of the radar and

refinement of the Z-R relationship. On the other hand, precipitation gauge network

misses localized convective storms common during the monsoon season. In this case, the

only way to minimize the effect of this problem is by increasing the gauge density

(Michaud, 1994), which, as is the case with the Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed in

southeast Arizona (one of the most heavily gauged watershed in the world), can still miss

highly localized convective bursts. As indicated by the closeness of NEXRAD and

precipitation gauges in winter months, when comparing medium to low density gauges in

the southwest, one must pay special attention to the utility of winter season data because

of uniformity over gauge networks due to the widespread effect of the frontal

precipitation. This results in better calibration of NEXRAD for winter precipitation. It

is possible, however, that such a condition might bias NEXRAD empirical equations

toward better capture of frontal storms.

3) While the discrepancy between NEXRAD and the gauges was larger in the summer

than in the winter, the major source of discrepancy with respect to PERSIANN was not in

fact due to convective precipitation as it was the constant over estimation of precipitation

on a daily basis, especially throughout the winter months. This might be attributed to the

fact that PERSIANN, while relying on brightness temperature measures at the top of the

cloud, does not obtain information about the development of precipitation process.
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Therefore it is recommended that further research incorporating atmospheric model

output or radar data into the PERSIANN system's input be completed before attempts are

made to use the PERISANN data at higher resolutions. It must be indicated also that

image displacement (Mahani, 2000) can also play a role in increasing the error, however,

the nature of this study, which addressed areal averages, does tend to minimize this type

of error on the results. Furthermore, training with NOMAD data can be helpful in the

qualitative sense of capturing storm patterns as complementary to rain rates from gauges.

4) It is possible to perform an after adjustment of PERSIANN output as indicated by the

adjustment results (i.e. Padj.) shown earlier in this chapter. However, it seems that

consideration must be given to the possibility of including a precipitation threshold that

can be identified with the gauges and/or NEXRAD (i.e. Gadj. and Nadj.). Such

thresholds, in conjunction with PERSIANN, can be beneficial in reducing the error of

PERSIANN output. If such a measure is to be used, then a calibration that addresses the

seasonal cloud type and spatial variability issues could also be conducted in a manner

similar to that suggested by Xu (1999, 2000).

5) With respect to performance measures, the detailed analysis performed in this thesis

indicated that some of these measures do provide adequate assessment of competing

models when a single stream of output is compared to a single stream of output (i.e. one-

to-one), the adequacy of this assessment deteriorates when a single stream of output is

compared to multiple streams of output (i.e. one-to-many), such as the case when a
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single PERSIANN cell is compared to NEXRAD or the NEXRAD is compared to many

gauges. It is recommended, therefore, that detailed analysis be conducted on

performance measures and researched for spatial variability.

6) One factor that played a significant role in the results of the data presented in this

thesis was the quality of the data, namely the amount of missing data. All three data

platforms were plagued with non-reporting time periods throughout the study period

(Chapter 4.2.1), especially PERSIANN. It is recommended that a thorough investigation

be performed on the impact of the missing data by incorporating the actual estimation and

performing an estimation analysis using the available time periods as a reference.
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APPENDIX A

List of Synonyms

2-D	 Two Dimensional

ALERT	 Automated Local Evaluation in Real Time

DEM	 Digital Elevation Model

DOD	 Department of Defense

FAA	 Federal Aviation Administration

GFM	 Goodness of Fit Measure

GIS	 Geographic Information System

GMT	 Greenwich Mean Time

GOES	 Geosynchronous Satellite

HAS	 Hydrometeorological Analysis and Support

HRAP	 Hydrologic Rainfall Analysis Project

HUC	 Hydrologic Unit Code

IR	 Infrared Satellite

LST	 Local Standard Time

MSE	 Mean Square Error

NASA	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NEXRAD	 Next Generation Radar

NOAA	 National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration

NWS	 National Weather Service

PERSIANN
	 Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using

Artificial Neural Networks

RFC	 River Forecast Center

REVISE	 Root Mean Square Error

SSE	 Sum of Square Errors

USGS	 United States Geological Survey
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VIS	 Visible Satellite

IGBP	 International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme

EROS	 Earth Resources Observation System
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APPENDIX B

ArcInfo AML Script for Generating Dynamic Thiessen Polygons

&args fn

&sv fil = [open %fn% ostat -read]
&if %ostat% > 0 &then
&do

&messages &on;&return &error could not initialize file -- %fn%
&end

/* &sv ofil = [open output ostat -write]
/* &if %ostat% > 0 &then
/* &do
/*	 &messages &on;&return &error could not initialize file -- output
/* &end

&sv lrstat = 0
&do &while %lrstat% = 0

&sv ifn = [read %fil% lrstat]

&sv fi = [open %ifn% ostat -read]
ap
asel allgagesnew points
cale allgagesnew points precip = -99

/* &sv day = [before [after %ifn% gval] .out]
&sv day = [before %ifn% .]
&sv rstat = 0
&do &while %rstat% = 0

&sv line = [unquote [read %fi% rstat]]
&if %rstat% = 0 &then
&do

&sv gid = [extract 1 %line%]
&sv val = [extract 2 %line%]
&if %val% >= 0 &then
&do

asel allgagesnew points
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resel allgagesnew points allgagesnew-id = %gid%
&sv hit = [extract 1 [show sel allgagesnew points]]
&if %hit% = 1 &then
&do

cale allgagesnew points precip = %val%
&end

&end
&end

&end
/*

asel allgagesnew points
resel allgagesnew points precip >= 0
writesel gag%day%sel allgagesnew points

/* create gag%day% SELECT allgagesnew points
quit

reselect allgagesnew gag%day% points gag%day%sel
build gag%day% point

relate drop
precip

relate add
precip
gag%day%.pat
info
precip
precip
linear
ro

/* use new point cover to get polys
thiessen gag%day% thies%day%
build thies%day% poly

/* additem thies%day%.pat thies%day%.pat precip 4 8 F 2

ap
asel thies%day% poly
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calc thies%day% poly precip = precip//precip

/* do clip to sv 18 dd
clip thies%d-a-y% sv_18_dd clip%day% poly

/* convert to grid
polygrid clip%day% grid%day% precip
0.025
y

/* stretch cover to entire area
gridclip grid%day% grid_c%day% -114 33 -108 36

/* convert to ascii file
gridascii grid_c%day% ws%day%.asc

/* kill off unneeded covers
kill thies%day%
kill grid%day%

&end
&sv junk = [close -all]
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